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※請將答案寫在第 3 頁的答案欄內
一、單字選擇題：30% (每題 2 分)
1. Take Our Daughters and Sons to Work Day helps children learn what it means to have a job. It also helps them become aware of the
differences and ______ between their world and the grown-up world.
(A) admission
(B) competition
(C) slogans
(D) similarities
2. The doggy paddle may come from children watching their dogs or other animals in the water and ______ them.
(A) imitating
(B) scratching
(C) attracting
(D) switching
3. Modern traffic lights take not only safety but also drivers’ convenience into ______.
(A) intersection
(B) admission
(C) consideration
(D) prediction
4. In Iceland, it really seems like the land itself is alive. There are enormous glaciers that are ______ moving very slowly.
(A) constantly
(B) curiously
(C) relatively
(D)temporarily
5. The president is in a meeting with the______ representative from that country’s government.
(A) tight
(B) concrete
(C) inner
(D) official
6.My dog will not ______ a stranger’s command.
(A) crash into
(B) take out
(C) respond to
(D) speak of
7.Read the ______ carefully before you start operating this machine.
(A) occasions
(B) inventions
(C) reflections
(D) instructions
8.Each poker player was dealt a new card ______ .
(A) in turn
(B) in sight
(C) in flight
(D) in width
9.Lillian lost weight through______ exercise and a strict diet.
(A) abstract
(B) blinding
(C) intensive
(D) opposite
10.The pipe burst and dirty water ______ everywhere.
(A) chanted

(B) choked

(C) giggled

(D) sprayed

11.The parrot ______the sound of a siren and scared the burglar off.
(A) promoted
(B) operated
(C) operated
(D) imitated
12. After hearing the speech, Martha was ______ to pursue her dreams.
(A) motivated
(B) pinched
(C) destroyed
(D) declared
13. Legend has it that when a groundhog______ from its hole on February 2, it can predict whether the winter has ended or will last for six
more weeks.
(A) browses
(B) attracts
(C) estimates
(D) emerges
14. Capuchin monkeys make great ______ since monkeys generally show a lot of emotion to their masters.
(A) shadow
(B) companions
(C) participants
(D) enthusiasts
15. The first records of circuses are from ancient Rome. Chariot races, animal shows, jugglers, and acrobats ______these first
performances.
(A) took off

(B) signed up for

(C) differed from

(D) made up

二、綜合測驗: 以下五篇短文，共有 20 個空格，每格有四個選項，請依各篇短文文意，選出一個最適合該空格的答案。
(每格 2 分，共 50 分)
Sometimes the most ordinary household items have a fascinating history. Clothespins __(16)__ for many years to pin laundry to
clotheslines so they can dry in the sun. Most clothespins today are __(17)__ wood or plastic __(18)__ are joined together __(19)__ a
spring. The inventor of this design was an American named David M. Smith. He was from Vermont and __(20)__ the first clothespin in
1853.
16.(A) have been using
(B) have used
(C) have been used
(D) used
17.(A) two piece of
18.(A) what
19. (A) on
20. (A) patent

(B) two pieces
(B) who
(B) by
(B) to patent

(C) two
(C) where
(C) in
(C) patented

(D) two pieces of
(D) that
(D) from
(D) patenting
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Some of the world’s most luxurious resorts are on islands. Tropical beaches and sparkling waters
people around the world that construction companies are running out of islands to build up. To work

(21)
(22)

科

a popular getaway for so many
this problem, wealthy resort

developers are creating man-made islands – by digging up enough sand, builders can form an island and open up a profitable resort.
(23)

, ecologists believe that constructing an island is very disruptive to the natural environments.

One of the most notorious man-made developments is by the government of Dubai. The project, called “The World,” is a series of 300
islands
(25)

(24)

after different countries and patterned to look like the world map. Each island is for sale to rich individuals or resort builders

millions of dollars. The beauties of the islands are sold

(27)

(26)

different prices. Now, the waters that were once

clear are now cloudy with sand stirred up from the construction. The sand, once home to sea creatures, are used to make islands. And

the beautiful coral reefs surrounding the islands are starting to clog with sand and slowly

(28)

.

The area will never be the same, but eventually the disruption will gradually stop as the sand settles. The natural ecosystem may begin to
rebuild itself and the sea life will

(29)

to the new environment. However, as the earth’s temperature

(30)

and sea level grows higher

as a result of global warming, Dubai’s man-made islands may be covered with water once again. In that day, the island paradise could turn out to
be a nightmare.
21. (A) build in

(B) end with

(C) make up

(D) take out

22. (A) on

(B) around

(C) for

(D) with

23. (A) Besides

(B) Nevertheless

(C) Thus

(D) Consequently

24. (A) name

(B) naming

(C) to name

(D) named

25. (A) for

(B) at

(C) on

(D) with

26. (A) at

(B) in

(C) of

(D) with

27. (A) water

(B) diamond

(C) glass

(D) crystal

28. (A) die off

(B) flow off

(C) take off

(D) go off

29. (A) adopt

(B) adapt

(C) accompany

30. (A) arouses

(B) rouses

(C) raises

(D) admit
(D) rises

The world produces 100 million tons of plastic each year, and 10 percent __(31)__ that ends up in the world’s oceans. This results
__(32)__ the nearly 3.5 million tons of garbage that float between Japan and the west coast of the US. Some of the trash like fishing gear
__(33)__ from sailing vessels, but most comes from land. Not all the garbage people create __(34)__ correctly, and some gets washed out
to sea. Sadly, much of the waste cannot __(35)__ down by nature and is killing wildlife in and around the world’s oceans.
31. (A) of
(B) in
(C) on
(D) from
32. (A) about
(B) at
(C) on
(D) in
33. (A) is
(B) was
(C) has been
(D) will be
34. (A) collects
(B) is collected
(C) collected
(D) have collected
35. (A) broken
(B) breaks
(C) be broken
(D) to break
The latest trend in fitness centers is known __(36)__ boot camp. It doesn’t use high-tech machines __(37)__ isn’t a new form of
yoga. __(38)__ , it involves treating clients like they are in the army. Even though it seems __(39)__ made for soldiers, fitness boot
camps are becoming popular ways to stay in shape in fashionable places like New York City. Of course, these trendy boot camps are
rather different from __(40)__ of the army.
36. (A) about
(B) like
(C) as
(D) with
37.(A) and
(B) but
(C) or
(D) so
38.(A) Therefore
(B) However
(C) Moreover
(D) Instead
39.(A) be
(B) to be
(C) being
(D) been
40.(A) that
(B) this
(C) these
(D) those
三、克漏字選擇題(每格 2 分，共 20 分)
(A) turn
(B) movements
(C) stroke
(D) ease
(E) relatively
The main swimming style is called the freestyle ____(41)______ or the front crawl. This is when swimmers put their faces in the
water and move their arms in
_____(42)_______.On the other hand, the breaststroke is the slowest because of its
______(43)_______. Finally, the backstroke is where people swim while floating on their backs. It is _____(44)____ simple because of the
_____(45)_____of breathing.
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(D) routines
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(E) military

One thing is that people pay a lot of money to join fitness boot camps. Even so, they perform military-style ____(46)____ of simple
yet tough exercises like running, push-ups, pull-ups, _____(47)_______,and more. Most importantly, they have instructors pushing them
hard, just like ______(48)_______ officers. In addition, the large group of _______(49)______ helps ____(50)_______everyone to try
harder and not given up.
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